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Drinking water pipelines can be used to exchange energy. Sanquin Blood Supply Foundation (Blood
bank and pharmaceutical company) will be the first end user to put this idea into practice on an
industrial scale. Sanquin will use cold from the public drinking water supply to cool its production
processes.
Cooling with drinking water is both sustainable and efficient. In the case of Sanquin it will ultimately
save emissions of around 1,100 tonnes of CO2 per year.
Thermal energy from city heating is expected to result in a 800 ton/year CO2 reduction compared to
the existing indirect steam heating.
The CO2 footprint of the Sanquin site Plesmanlaan 125 Amsterdam is ± 15.500 tonnes per year. Both
projects will ultimaly result in a combined CO2 footprint reduction of about 12%.
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Sanquin Blood Supply Foundation, will use sustainable energy from the public drinking water supply
and district heating to cool and heat its production processes.
The cold is and will be extracted from a 700 mm low pressure drinking water transport pipeline that
passes close to the Sanquin facility. In the winter months the water temperature in this pipeline
drops to a minimum around of 8oC.
Around 20,000 GJ per year will be extracted. Within ten years this could be raised to a maximum of
40,000 GJ (equals to 1,100 tonnes of CO2 per year). The cold will be stored in an ATES (Aquifer
Thermal Energy Storage) system and/or will be directly used for process cooling.
To ensure microbiological safety the drinking water temperature will not be allowed to rise above
15oC in any part of the drinking water system. This is achieved by complex system management on
both sides of the heat exchanger.
The system has been installed in July 2017 and it started production in November 2017.
The heat is and will be extracted by using a heat exchanger which is connected to the city district
heating grid. The thermal energy from district heating will save emissions of around 800 tonnes of
CO2 per year.
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Established in 1998, the Sanquin Blood Supply Foundation is responsible for the safe and efficient
blood supply in the Netherlands on a not-for-profit basis. The Foundation advances transfusion
medicine to fulfil the highest demands for quality, safety and efficiency.
Sanquin also develops and produces pharmaceutical products, conducts high-quality scientific
research, develops and performs a multitude of diagnostic services, and provides education,
instruction, in-service training and refresher courses.
Sanquin approximately employs 3,000 workers across the Netherlands.
Main tasks attributed in City-zen:
To demonstrate the application of heat and cold from public infrastructures for pharmaceutical
process heating and cooling, providing a sustainable and innovative example for similar industrial
applications. The demonstration will show, among others, a considerable improvement of the energy
efficiency relative to mechanical cooling by replacing air cooling with sustainable water-cooling, an
improvement of the energy efficiency of existing cleanroom air handling units and a drastic reduction
of CO2 emission using district heating.
Objective:
 Cooling with drinking water will ultimately save emissions of around 1,100 tonnes of CO2 per
year.
 Thermal energy from city heating will save emissions of around 800 tonnes of CO2 per year.

Photo 1 Sanquin Site Plesmanlaan 125, Amsterdam
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The Sanquin project is devided into the following five sub projects:
Code
MKC1F1
MKC1F2
MKC1F3
MKC1F4
MVC1F1





Description
Increasing capacity of existing ATES-01 and
connecting piping to process cooling building W
Connection of Waternet pumpbuilding to process
cooling building W
New ATES-02
Pre-cooling and heating of air handling units
District heating

Technical completion date
March-2017
November 2017 *1
September 2017 *2
Project stopped *3
November 2017

*1 Start date first cold delivery from hybrid dry-coolers to ATES-01 and vice versa: November
2017. Final testing and software improvements completed March 2018.
*2 Start date first cold delivery from Waternet system to ATES-02: November 2018.
Final integral test program: March 2018
*3 The project has been stopped: Decided (7 december 2017) by Sanquin internal steering
commitee. During the project the complexity of the design has increased, mainly because it’s
specific environment and the connection on the existing automation system of the air handling
unit. Therefore the project costs and the costs per ton CO2 reduction (€ 9.000 / ton) increased to
an unacceptable level. A more detailed explanation will be given in the final monitoring report.
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The Sanquin pharmaceutical plant is mainly located in the buildings V and W and the basement,
ground- and first floor of the Y building.

Figure 1: Orginal lay out process cooling
The process cooling system ( needed cooling water temperature is 15 °C) consists of two steps.
Step 1: 100% free cooling with dry coolers (HDC). This is possible when ambient temperature is
below 8 °C resulting in a cooled water temperature of approximately 13 °C.
Mechanical post-cooling with HE7 (step 2) is not necessary. See figure 2
Step 2: Mechanical post-cooling. In the case that the cooled water temperature in step 1 is not
sufficiently low, the process water loop is additionally cooled through a heat exchanger HE7 (figure 2)
connected to the 6°C cooling grid in building V and W.
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Figure 2: Process Flow Diagram original situation process cooling
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In this new situation the use of mechanical cooling for process cooling is reduced to almost zero by
using cold stored in the ATES during the summer and using cold directly from the Waternet heat
exchanger during the winter. Regeneration of cold is achieved by using excess cold from the
Waternet heat exchanger and using cold from hybrid dry coolers during the winter. For a more
detailed explanation, see paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 .

MKC1F3

MKC1F3

MKC1F1

MKC1F1

MKC1F3
Waternet

MKC1F2

Figure 3: as built layout cooling with drinking water including reference to sub project code.
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Figure 4: Process Flow Diagram “as built” cooling with drinking water.
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Photographs: The Waternet pump building and connection to main drinking water feed pipeline.
See also deliverable D13

Photo 2: In background, a black 700 mm main
drinkingwater feed with intakes Sanquin site.

Photo 3: Supply and return of drinking water feed
pipeline crossing the canal.

Photo 4 and 5: prefabrication at contractor workshop

Photo 5: Prefabrication of the heat exchanger
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Photo 7: Completed building
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Sub project: MKC1F1 (connecting ATES 1 building Y to process cooling circuit building W)

Photo 8: Connecting piping Y/W

Photo 9: 2-way distribution header

Photo 10: Printscreen of building management system, 2-way connection
between buildings Y and W. The situation shown in the printscreen is the cold delivery from
DELIVERABLE D5.14 | CO confidential
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Sub project: MKC1F2 (Connection Waternet pumpbuilding to process cooling building W)

Photo 11: Connecting piping Waternet building
to building W

Photo 12: Cold delivery unit (± 1 MW) on roof
building W

Photo 13: Printscreen of building management
system showing the cold delivery unit from
photo 12 and connected to (Waternet pump
building) with a cooling load of approx. 750 kW.

Photo 14: Piping connection
of buildings Y/W (right
pair), connection Watenet /
W (middle pair), City
heating (left pair).
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Sub project: MKC1F3 (new ATES-02)

Photo 15: Drilling of the well for ATES-02.

Photo 16: Heat exchanger ATES-02
integrated in the Waternet pumpbuilding.

Photo 17: Heat exchanger ATES-02
integrated in the Waternet pumpbuilding.
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Photo 18: Printscreen of the building management system of the Waternet pumpbuilding with
integrated heat exchanger ATES-02. The situation in the printscreenonly shows cold delivery from
ATES-02 with a cooling load of approx. 770 kW. Current COP cold delivery almost at 78. Hourly
average COP of 76.
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The required central heating for the heating of cleanroom air handling units in V and W buildings is
generated through an indirect steam system operating at 5 bar. In total there are five steam/hotwater heat exchangers. The steam condensate is led back to the steamgenerators in building G .

In the central heating circuits of building V and W a heat exchanger from the district heating is
connected in series with the existing steam fed heatexchangers. The district heating has priority in
energy delivery. In case of malfunction the steam fed heatexchangers are back-up.The CO2 reduction
consitst of the following two parts: 1) The heat from the district heating is for 50% CO 2 neutral. 2)
The efficiency of a steamsystem (ɳ = ±70%) is about 20% lower than energy from standard central
heating boiler.

MVC1F1

Figure 5 as built lay-out of thermal energy system from district heating.
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Figure 6: Process Flow Diagram “as built” of district heating.
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Photo 19 : Construction of heat delivery
unit city grid.

Photo 22: Heat delivery unit
building W

Photo 20: Construction completed

Photo 23: Heat delivery unit building V

Photo 21 : District heating delivery unit (foreground) and distribution to building V and W (background)
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showing
central
in building
W.
Photo
24 the
: Piping
cityheating
heatingsystem
to building
V
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In total there are 10 operating modes. Of which the most important ones are realated to seasons.
The summer and winter situations are explained in more detail in following paragraphs.

Cold delivery

SUMMER

T ambient air > 8˚C

ATES 2
T drinking water > 12˚C
Waternet

Hybrid
drycoolers
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T ± 15˚C
HE1
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Sanquin
HE3

P10

P6

T ± 12,5˚C

P5

P1
HE2

Bypass
active

P3
P4

HE..
Drinkingwater main supply
pipeline

Future expansion

HE6
P7
T = 15˚C

HE7

HE

T = 15˚C

= Pump
= Heat Exchanger
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Off

operation

standby

Direction cold
dellivery

HE5

T ± 13˚C

T > 20˚C & < 35˚C

P1

Cold delivery

Sanquin
process

P8

Mechanical cooling
building W

P9

Mechanical cooling
building V

Figure 7: Process flow diagram of cold delivery during summer
During the summer period the cold is delivered by ATES-01 via HE4/5 and by ATES-02 via HE3/4.
The base cooling load ( aprox. 80%) is provided by ATES-02 and the remaining (peak) load is provided
by ATES-01.
The Hybrid drycoolers are switched off (standby mode) and will only become active when ambient
conditions (Wet bulb temperature) is lower than 8°C or in case of a malfunction in the ATES-01 or
ATES-02 circuit.
The objective is that mechanical post cooling with HE7 will be reduced to the absolute minimum
(close to zero).
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Cold regeneration

WINTER
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Figure 8: Process flow diagram of cold delivery during winter.

During the winter, when the temperature of the drinking water is lower than 8°C, cold delivery will
take place to regenerate ATES-02 with cooled water with a temperature lower than 9,5°C and deliver
cold for process cooling via HE2 by mixing flow P1 and return (warm) flow P2 to a desired
temperature of aprox. 12,5°C.
The hybrid drycoolers will deliver a cooled water temperature lower than 8°C when the dry bulb
ambient temperature is lower than 4°C. Cold delivery will take place to regenerate ATES-01 with
cooled water with a temperature lower than 8°C and deliver cold for process cooling via HE6 by
mixing flow P4 and return (warm) flow P5 to a desired temperature of aprox. 13°C.
The minimum exit temperature hybrid drycoolers is 3°C (maximum regeneration ATES-01).
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Cooling with drinking water (Project Waternet): The heat exchanging installation was
built in the second quarter of 2017. This system started operating in the winter of 20172018 and was monitored during that period.
After a few months of monitoring the operation of HE1 the conclusion was drawn that
the temperature difference between the primary entry temperature at HE1 and the
secondary outlet temperature was not as expected. The designed temperature
difference should have been approx. 1,3 °Cand in practice the difference was approx. 2 –
3°C.
Consequence of this deviation is a significant efficiency loss. Inspection of the HE1 took
place in august 2018. Preliminary result: the pressure difference of HE1 with full flow
does not meet specification. Further investigation is needed and a mitigation plan is due
October/November 2018, Waternet is action holder.



Sub project MC C1F2: Heat Exchanger 2 (HE2): HE2 has not delivered the expected
cooling load. This resulted in the unplanned activation of HE5 (ATES-1) to achieve the
needed cooling water temperature (approx. 13 °C) during normal operation. HE5 should
only be in operation in case of required peak load cooling or malfunction of HE2 (backup).
We expect that the root cause lies in the application of the wrong type of flow
measurement by flow meter P3. The flow measurement of P3 is is performed by the
pump itself and not from a dedicated flow meter and is apparently not accurate enough
for the intended use. At this moment a root cause analysis is done. Planning target for
modification is January 2019.
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The energy potential of a drinking water pipeline can be surprisingly large.



Decisions concerning the actual implementation of an innovation should be quickly moved to
appropriate executive levels. If the conceptual and technical development phase is stretched out
too long without committing top executives, much time and effort could turn out to be wasted.



To build a reliable joint business case, detailed insight is needed in both the cold supply by
Waternet as well as in the cooling processes of Sanquin. Such insighst require a high level of trust
between the supplier and the customer. For not-for-profit companies like Waternet and Sanquin
this level of trust is relatively easy to establish, especially as a service relationship already exists.
For a private company, such a level of trust might be harder to achieve.



Full co-operation between two different companies is never easy, due to differences in
organization, company culture, procedures etc. this requires attention.



Completing the project with a prefabricated installation was effective and efficient and will be
done in the same fashion next time . However, a prefabricated installation means that there are
limitations on the dimensions, mainly because of the maximum size related to transportation.
Therefore, building such an installation with enough space for maintenance is difficult to realize.
The lesson we learned here is that in a subsequent project we should pay even more attention to
the optimization of the necessary space for maintenance, by identifying all the important
maintenance points, and modelling them in 3D.



Planning/coordination: The Saqnuin CITY- ZEN project “cooling with drinkingwater” is divided
into three sub projects with three different contractors. As a result Sanquin spent lot of effort in
coordinatiing the projects. In the end stage all sub projects needed to come together to achieve a
good end result. This was especially the case for industrial automation because responsibilities
between different parties were not clear enough. It would be preferable to combine these sub
projects in one project. Sanquin applied the chosen project approach due to the tight delivery
schedule.



Industrial automation: The required functionality is complex in comparison to, for example,
controlling heat generation or air handling units. It is strongly recommended that the
functionality is described in so called SFC’s (Sequential Function Flowcharts) building blocks. The
cooling with drinking water and distribution requires 10 different operating modes and also
needs to interact with existing software.The impact on projectmanagement in regard to
industrial automation was underestimated.



Remaining technical issue concerning efficiency loss heat exchanger 01 could have been detected
in an earlier stage. It is recommended that during commissioning the pressure- and temperature
difference is measured and reviewed against the technical specifications.
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Youtube animation explaining the concept of cooling with drinkingwater and seasonal energy
storage: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9yVtkSlt7M
Nomination 2018 IWA ( International Water Association ) project innovation award.
https://www.tudelft.nl/2018/citg/watermanagement/iwa-project-innovation-award-2018/
Bronze 2018 IWA project innovation award.
http://www.iwa-network.org/press/18-winners-at-the-12th-iwa-project-innovation-awards/



Technical University Delft (TU Delft) website.
https://www.tudelft.nl/citg/onderzoek/stories-of-science/kwaliteit-van-drinkwater-nathermal-energy-recovery/



Visit project officer (Eric Lecomte) European Commission at the kick off realisation phase
subproject MK C1F2;
Newspaper article Trouw 28-december 2017



https://www.trouw.nl/groen/bloedbank-heeft-primeur-met-energie-uit-koud-drinkwater~afb587c9/;
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Internet article on Wired:
http://www.wired.co.uk/article/amsterdam-water-supply-blood-banks
Internet article , IVVD and GAWALO:
http://www.ivvd.nl/ziekenhuizen-stappen-op-stadswarmte/
https://www.gawalo.nl/installatiebranche/partner/2018/01/de-installatiebranche-klaarvoor-transitie-naar-duurzaam-1015474
Video interview French social housing federation congress
Interview to contribute on sustainable developments by Rai Uno and Taiwanese television
On-site presentation of project “cooling with drinkingwater” to Hospital Almere and Flower
auction/storage house.
Several internet articles. Enter “koelen met drinkwater Sanquin Waternet” on
www.google.com to view the articles.
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Supplying industrial cooling from drinking water is feasible and profitable.


Using cooling energy from drinking water is an attractive proposition:
 in a climate with cold winters and warm summers climates and climates which are cold
throughout the year, dry-coolers / cooling towers could become obsolete.
 if a sufficiently large drinking water transport pipeline passes the place where the cold
is needed is at a short distance. At Sanquin the connection distance is about 20 meters
and the maximum distance would be aprox. 50 meters. In the case of a greater distance
a booster pump station is needed.
 if the cold can be stored in a seasonal storage system (such as an ATES);
 if the supplier and the customer can agree on a joint business case (for which a high
level of trust is needed). When there is more data available on performance and
running costs in the future, a switch to an other type of contract such as an
ESCO (Energy Service COmpany) agreement could taken in to consideration.
 If a cooling temperature of aprox. 12 °C is sufficient.



Cold from drinking water is cheaper (Total Cost of Ownership covering a period of 30 years) and
much more sustainable, however:
o A long lasting financial commitment is needed from both parties;
o Company-owned cooling systems are replaced by cooling from the utilities company.
This creates more interdependence;
o To ensure microbiological safety the drinking water temperature will not be allowed to
rise above 15oC in any part of the drinking water system. Therefore cooling from drinking
water is only availably in certain conditions, therefore companies always need a back up
system or a storage system (such as an ATES).



Extracting cold from drinking water requires strict safety parameters.



Industrial Automation needs to have focus in all project phases and must not be underestimated.
Integral testing of all functions is very time consuming and dependson varying ambient
conditions. It is strongly recommended that industrial automation discipline is incorporated in
the project organization structure with a dedicated project manager and who has budget
responsibility.
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Supplying heating from district heating grid is feasible and CO2 reduction is cost effective.


Using heating energy from district heating grid is an attractive proposition:
 Cost effective measure in achieving a high (60%) CO2 footprint reduction whith
replacing indirect steam heating (which operates with a total energy efficiency of ±
70%) with city district heating.
 A minimum temperature of 90°C is guaranteed in summer and mid-season. Normally
district heating grids lower there supply temperature in the summer. Sanquin needs a
minimum temperature of 85°C (Sanquin side of heat exchanger) to connect more
systems in the future.
 The delivery of heat has proven to be very reliable.



The delivery of heat from the city grid can (partially) shut down in case of severe winter
conditions. Connected dwellings in the area have priority. This means that a back-up installation
needs to be in place. In the case of Sanquin the steam fed heat exchangers will serve as a back
up. As a result, the availability/reliability of heat is increased which is a positive side effect.
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WFI
ATES
GJ
HDC

Water For Injection = pharmaceutical water grade
Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage
system to store heat and cold in a deep ground water layer …
Giga Joule
Hybrid dry cooler. Achieving lower cooled water temperatures by
evaporating water in air inlet dry cooler. Adiabatic humidification.
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Figure 1: Orginal lay out process cooling
Figure 2: Process Flow Diagram original situation process cooling
Figure 3: as built layout cooling with drinking water including reference to sub project code.
Figure 4: Process Flow Diagram “as built” cooling with drinking water.
Figure 5: as built lay-out of thermal energy system from district heating.
Figure 6: Process Flow Diagram “as built” of district heating.
Figure 7: Process flow diagram of cold delivery during summer
Figure 8: Process flow diagram of cold delivery during winter.
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